Boycott effects ’slight to significant
By LINDA MALL160 and JIM
PATRICK
Estimations of the effects of the
nationwide meat boycott on local
markets vary from "very slight" to
"very significant," depending upon
the person questioned.
From a survey of eight local
supermarkets taken by the Spartan
Daily, it seems apparent they are all
being affected by the boycott, some
more than others.
Nationally, supermarkets all over
the nation are reporting a decline in
meat sales. Those hardest hit are the
wholesalers who are reporting
layoffs as a result of the decline in
business.
"It’s
catastrophic." said Cal
Santeri, executive vice president and
general manager of the Western
States Meat Packers Association in
San Francisco.
"Livestock is up, demand is down,
and supply is down," said Santeri.
"Demand and supply both being
down should have a stabilizing
effect."
’Hysterical housewife’
"But you’re dealing with the
hysterical housewife, and you can’t
preach logic to them," he continued.
"And if meat prices go down, the
housewives will buy meat and you
know what will happen? The price

will go back up higher than before."
Milt Sabonovich, manager of the
Mayfair market on Stevens Creek
Blvd. does not believe the boycott is
having much effect at all. "Business
has never been so good," he stated.
However, a checker who has been
employed at that market for 12 years
believes differently. "Meat sales
have gone down quite a bit," she said.
"People are buying more cheese, fish
and chicken."
Cheese sales increase
Several Bay Area cheese, poultry
and fish markets report a substantial
increase in sales and attribute it to
the meat boycott.
But officials of San Francisco’s two
butcher unions asked why consumers picked on a single product to
protest the rising cost of feeding a
family.
"Fish and poultry prices are also
higher, but there is not public outcry
against that," said Everett Matzen,
assistant secretary-treasurer of Butchers Union Local 115.
A butcher at the Lucky’s
Supermarket on Santa Clara Street,
who did not wish to be identified,
said though the boycott would not
hurt the company, it has already had
an effect on the butchers.
"I’ve already had to lay off two
workers in this store," he stated, "and

Beef substitutes
good for health
Students may think of cheese, tuna
fish, or peanut butter sandwiches as
unhealthy substitutes for beef.
But these items contain the same
amounts of nutrients and in some
cases even more vitamins than beef.
A recent governmental nutrition
bulletin said a single two to three
ounce serving of meat can be satis-

Illegal trick
costs utilities
postage bills
By BOB PIOMBO
An illegal gimmick used by some
people to rob utility companies of a
few cents is becoming popular these
days.
The gimmick involves sending
utility companies bills without
paying postage.
complicate
Rather
than
bookkeeping and delay the receipt of
money, utility companies will pay
postage themselves rather than send
back the mail.
To purposely send mail without
paying postage is illegal and
punishable by a $300 fine. No one has
been prosecuted, however, because
of the difficulty of proving that the
sender deliberately withheld postage.
The San lose Post Office reported
that postage due mail is a growing
problem.
Utility companies in the area
would not reveal any figures
concerning the amount of money they
pay out for postage.
A recent article in the Wall Street
Journal reported many firms paid as
much as six per cent of their earnings
for postage due mail.
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company claimed postage due mail
wasn’t a big problem yet, and presently is not worried about it.
A spokesman for Pacific Telephone
admitted solutions were probably
being considered but haven’t been
decided on.
A Post Office official suggested
utility companies send out postage paid envelopes and include the cost
in the bill.
"I’m surprised they haven’t done it
already." he said.
Presently utility companies view
postage due mail as a nuisance, but if
the problem gets worse, they agree
that something will have to be done
about it.

tied by the same portions of poultry
or fish.
One egg, one half cup of cooked dry
beans or dry peas, or two tablespoons
of peanut butter may equal one half
serving of beef.
Three ounces of cheese may also
adequately replace a meal of beef, according to Katherine Young, San Jose
State University assistant professor
of home economics.
Less fat and more beneficial
nutrients are advantages to the beef
alternates, Professor Young said.
Fattier fish and poultry are leaner
than even medium lean beef, she
explained.
"Cheese is also excellent because
you don’t have any waste, no bones or
fat," Professor Young claimed.
The high cholesterol level in beef
makes some non -beef products more
desirable for those with heart conditions.
"Fish is better for someone
concerned with cholesterol. Meats
have saturated fats that you want to
avoid," Professor Young said.
Chicken and turkey have low
cholesterol counts also, she added.
Professor Young said, on the other
hand, eggs and cheese have higher
saturated fats levels.
Dark chicken meat has more fat
than white chicken meat, and lean
beef, but contains more vitamins.
The vaulable nutrients include
niacin, riboflavin, and thiamine, she
said.
"Soy beans and peanuts are very
good sources of protein. They are
vegatable sources which have essential protein amino acids," Professor
Young stated.
Textured protein made out of soy
beans may be the food of the future.
according to the home economist.
"You can raise soy beans on much
less acreage than cattle, and this is
good for feeding our rising
population" Professor Young said.

Credential filing
deadline Friday
for June grads
Friday, April 13, will be the last
filing day for students intending to
receive their elementary or secondary credentials in June.
According to Penny Kneel, of the
credentials office, students wishing
to file or who have any questions
regarding their folders, should go to
that office in Ed. 219.

there will probably be more laid off
before this is over."
Safeway market on Market Street,
already the target of a boycott by the
United Farm Workers, is perhaps the
hardest hit by the meat boycott, according to a butcher, Keith Morton.
"Meat sales were down about 50
per cent on Sunday." he said. "and
about 20 per cent on Monday." He
also explained meat sales had been

down before the boycott began simply due to high prices.
Managers deny effects
But the manager ol Sideway, Bob
Wofford had a different story. "The
boycott has not had an effect in this
area,- he asid. "The shoppers in this
area don’t watch the news or read the
newspapers. They buy a lot of
chicken and pork but they don’t buy
top sirloin."

Another store iiidnager who does
not believe the boycott is having an
effect on his store is Mike Gonzales of
the Pink Elephant, a small market on
North First Street. "I think we will
feel the effect next week," he said.
Prices to rise
Whether or not consumers continue to boycott meat, all indications
point to a continued rise in food costs.
A staff report of the loint Economic

Committee of (,,.ligiess predicted
grocery store prices would go up 10
per cent this yearand possibly
more under certain circumstances.
The study, released by Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey. D -Minn., disagreed
with a report of the Nixon administration’s Cost of Living Council
which said the rate of increase in food
prices may be near zero by the end of
the year.
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Two year terms possible

Changes for council
By JOANNE GR1BBLE
Now that funding requests have
stopped, A.S. Council is facing requests for change from within,
originating with A.S. Pres, Dennis
King.

King, who last week presented his
proposal to eliminate class divisions
on the council, this week informally
presented to the council his ideas for
extending to two years the terms for
both the executive and legislative

seats.
Stressing continuity and the opportunity for greater experience,
King’s proposal would eliminate the
vice-president’s office, and replace
him with a president-elect, a student
serving the first half of a two-year
term. The president-elect would be
the chairman of A.S. Council, as the
vice-president is now, and use that
year as his "internship" to prepare
him for the next year, when he would
become the A.S. chief executive.
The treasurer would also serve a
two-year term, one year of which
would be as an intern in the A.S.
Business Office and as a fiscal adviser to the council. The second year
would be served as the chief fiscal officer of the A.S.
Each council member would serve
a two-year term, with 10 elected each
year.
Other council action saw Act 24,
governing student body elections,
become official yesterday as
Legislative Bill No. 9, after two years

in limbo.
Declared invalid two years ago by
the A.S. Judiciary, last year’s council
tried for months to agree on a
rewritten form but never could. Last
spring’s A.S. elections were conducted under several temporary
rulings made by the A.S. Election
Board, headed by Leon Crain.
The new version of the act, written
by the new board chairwoman,
Carole Matthews, and modified by
the council, was passed unanimously
yesterday after nearly three hours of
discussion by the council members.
It includes guidelines which set
limits on expenditures by candidates
or parties, ($100 for independent candidates and $250 for campus political
parties) and disciplinary measures
for winners suspected of violations
(removal from office).
The act is subject to interpretation
by the A.S. Judiciary and, if it sees fit,
can be declared invalid at any time,
which will start the process over
again.

’Win a kilo’giveaway
turns on Berkeley
By BRUCE JEWETT
BERKELEY"Win a Kilo!" was
printed on a sign near a card table set
up on the corner of Durant and
Telegraph streets yesterday
afternoon.
People manning the table would
not say a kilo (2.2 pounds) of what
could be won. However, since the affair is sponsored by the Berkeley
Marijuana Initiative (BMI), many
have deduced it is marijuana.
"We are not at liberty to say what it
Cothey Andsfoggon
Donations were asked and tickets
is a kilo of," said Steven Conrad, a
presented In Berkeley yesterday. Officer
history senior at U.C. Berkeley and a
Kilo
Randy Berry, head of Berkeley’s Special
BMI co-ordinator.
Investigations,
said police are obtaining
"Giveaway"
"The people of Berkeley have great
tickets and added "I only hope one of our
imaginations," Conrad stated. "And
tickets win."
what they imagine it is, they are
right. That’s what it is."
"We have consulted with at
torneys," Conrad said, "and we are
not conducting a lottery. Tickets for
the kilo can be had for the asking.
Apart and separate from that, wi.
accept donations."
Donations, which average $1.
the
summer.
Interns
are
paid
up
to
in
Conrad said, go to BMI for mailing
Applications for planning
$4.05
an
hour,
Bailey
said.
costs, posters, concerts, and possible
internships by minority graduate
In addition each student will
court expenses.
students in urban planning and
educational
an
allowance
for
City Police Inspector Earl Bergfeld
closely related fields are now being receive
said, "Our reaction is not very strong.
accepted by the Santa Clara County fees, books and materials.
The intern must be a minority
We have a lot of felonies going on ...
Planning Department.
person (Chicano, Black, Asian
the kilo is probably a kilo of smoking
The Minorities In Planning (MIP)
tobacco."
program will provide $4,000 in intern American, Native American), in
He described the BMI activities as
assistantships for three to five financial need, and enrolled at San
"a publicity gimmick for the coming
students under a grant from the lose State University for the fall 1973
election."
federal Department of Housing and semester as a full time graduate
Elections will be held for Berkeley
Urban Development, according to student, Bailey said.
The deadline for applications to the
City Council seats on April 17. A
MIP director lames Bailey.
slate of four radicals known as the
The intern will work up to 20 hours 2 -year program is May 18th.
April Coalition is in the race.
a week in a local planning agency Interested students should send a
letter of intent and a resume.to.Balley.......Conrad..said BMI. endorses.. the
during the school year, and full time

Internship applications
currently being accepted

April Coalition. He indicated a
radical council would be instrumental in bringing about two proposals
he considers crucial.
First proposal is, the arrests of
marijuana offenders will take bottom
priority in police routine. The second
is, before police can arrest an
offender, they will need the approval
of city council.
The winning ticket will be announced at a BMI rally on Monday,
Conrad said. He added, "There will
be only one person who will know the
name to the winning number. He will
contact the winner and they’ll very
discreetly get together."

Santa Clara
mayor wins
easy victory
Tuesday night’s city council clv
lions for Santa Clara retained Mayor
Gary Gillmor for a second term with
an easy victory. William Gissler. 36,
and Daniel Texera also won seats.
Councilman Frank Barcells, 52,
won another term on the council,
defeating San Jose State University
student Fred Keely, 22, for the seat.
Four persons ran for mayor; Keely
and Barcells were the only candidates for seat 2; five ran for seat 4,
won by Gissler; and seven for seat 5,
taken by Texera.

Pushed by Ridder, Hamann, Cortese, Blackmore

Arena pet project of prominent four
By TOM GRAHAM
(Second of three parts)
Special to the Daily
Four prominent citizens wei ,. instrumental in helping pass Measure A (the
sports arena) last November.
Tony Bidder, business manager of the San lose Mercury -News: former San
Jose City Manager A.P. "Dutch" Hamann; Santa Clara County Supervisor
Dom Cortese: and former San Jose Police Chief Ray Blackmore were the more
well-known members of the Santa Clara County Sports Arena Committee.
In a recent interview, Bidder said he has been promoting the sports arena
concept since the fall of 1968; he had been complaining about the lack of
facilities since 1964.

Last year, Kidder was appointed chairman of the sports arena committee by
the San lose Chamber of Commerce.
Hamann wields political clout
According to a fan. 9Spartan Daily article, "Dutch Hamann still vy ields considerable political clout, as evidenced in his highly successful coalition with
other powerful San loseans in passing the controversial Measure A."
Hamann, as city manager of San lose, once boasted to the regents of the
University of California, "They say San lose is going to become another Los
Angeles. Believe me, I’m going to do everything in my power to make that come
true."
Mercury -News endorsed Cortese
Supervisor Dom Cortese, likewise, was a spark pl ug for the arena campaign.

tie recently told this reporter he became interested in the arena concept before
he became a member of the board. He also said Kidder originally asked him to
work on the arena campaign. The Mercury -News endorsed him when he ran
for office.
Realizing a sports arena for the San lose area is now inevitable, there is
speculation about what major sports franchise might be lured to San lose.
When informed that Measure A had passed, San lose Mayor Norman
Mineta predicted, "Now will get a hockey team for San lose."
The same newspaper ii,coont that reported his prediction also observed
that, "While hp did not identity what team he was talking about, rumors have
been that San lose hi yes to get the California State Seals now in Oakland."
(See hack page)

all

Editorial

Park plan evaluated
Man must re-evaluate his
priorities now.
Often, when faced with a
decision between economic profit
and an eventual threat to his
survival, through a basic
ingrained attitude he invariably
chooses the short-term profit.
An example can be cited from
the expected, but unfortunate
decision by Santa Clara’s City
Council to pass the general plan
for Fess Parker’s and Marriott
Corporation’s Great America
theme park.
Yes, the park will be a great
recreational facility for young
and old.
Yes, student employment will
be available.
And yes, the city of Santa Clara
will benefit from the park’s tax
revenue.
But have the proponents honestly and seriously considered the
potential environmental threat
the development will create?
The 566-acre site owned by actor Fess Parker is located north of
the Bayshore Freeway between
the Calabazas and San Tomas
creeks.
The site is also one of the county’s last remaining stretches of
open space. And open space is
crucial to the stability of the
overall environment.

Yet, in a predictable, manmade move, the proponents have
been swayed by their money oriented attitudes in favor of an
economically-profitable venture.
The Spartan Daily questions
whether the economic benefits of
the development outweight the
urban sprawl, air pollution and
traffic congestion that will result.
Alt hough park proponents
contend the land would have been
turned into another industrial asphalt block had Parker not
bought the land (the land was
zoned for industry), the Daily can
only ask, why does man have to
adhere tenaciously to his actions
of faced with proof that he must
change them? Or put in park related terms, why can’t a
revolutionary move be made to
enact upon space zoning and
preservation?
We don’t want another Los
Angeles. Consequently, ethics
must go beyond oneself to one’s
entire environment. A total
investigation into one’s personal
values must be initiated on an individual basis.
Then, next time when man is
faced with a proposal similar to
the theme park, hopefully he will
be more responsible in his actions.
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Finding date on television
mike MarkwIth
I was watching "The Dating
Game" yesterday and I know I am
better looking than any of the
contestants that I have seen. How
do I get on the show to win my
date?
You should write: Christopher
Hughes, Chuck Barris Productions, 6321 Fountain Ave.,
Hollywood, 90028. Or call him at
466-9681.
You will have to fill out an application form, which includes a
biography and questions about
your special interests. After you
do the paper work you will play a
practice game.
If you play well enough in the
first practice game, you will play
another one in front of the
producer of the show, Chuck
Barris. If he likes you, and if
you’re half as good looking as you
think you are, you’re in.

Are there any skin diving clubs
on the SjSU campus?
There aren’t any diving clubs at
SJSU. The closest club is "The
Flipper Dippers," who meet the
first Wednesday every month at
the YMCA, 1717 The Alameda.
They meet in the lobby at 7:30
p.m.
What happens to incomplete
grades? Must they be made up
before graduation? Do they turn
into F’s if they aren’t made up?
According to the Registrar’s
Office, unless the class is required for your major or minor,
you don’t have to make it up. Of
course, you don’t get the class
units either. The Registrar’s Office said it stopped turning incompletes into F’s about five
years ago.
Is it legal for door-to-door
salesmen to solicit merchandise
around the San lose Area?
According to Patrolman Suske,
of the San Jose Police
Department, door-to-door ped-
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Collective bargaining ranks expand
Dr. John %Va lillbaugh
The drive by faculty members
for collective bargaining rights is
on in a vastly increasing number
of colleges and universities. And
the number of individual faculty
members who view with favor
the concept within each of those
institutions is growing rapidly.
The old line-and-staff approach to education whereby the
trustees appoint a president; the
president, on the recommendation of administrative
subordinates, appoints lower es
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chelon administrators; and the
faculty addresses itself solely to
instructional chores; is dead.
Even the concessions made to
faculty members during the ’60s
which provided for participation
in personnel decisions involving
salaries, promotion, retention,
and tenure of professionals has
been found to be an apple which
conceals an obese worm beneath
its shiny, red exterior.
Faculty
participation
in
personnel decisions, as an approach to the administration of
public educational institutions, is
riddled with conflicts of interest.
There are too many inept,
dishonest and ego-starved administrators who exploit faculty
members elected by their
colleagues to various committees
which deal with the full range of
personnel matters.
How can an administrator
exploit a faculty representative
on such a committee? By bribery!
That is, a faculty member has
everything to lose and nothing to
gain by following or bowing to
the wishes of administrators.
There are rewards such as
promotion, retention, tenure, sabbatical leaves, and remunerative
consulting posts which may be
conferred upon faculty members
found to be pliable by administrators.
Those who have been
recipients of such favors will
strongly disagree with these
charges. For they will not wish to
see favors already secured
threatened by an expose of their
roles in personnel scandals
permeated with conflicts of
collusion,
bribery,
interest,
conspiracy, and corruption.
What all this adds up to is that

No. 100

a majority of the teaching faculty
members have been victimized by
a corrupt system. Because there
are very few men or women,
perhaps none, who can be entrusted with unbridled power
over the lives of others, the lineand -staff system of administration is untenable. So is a
system in which the faculty is
given the fraudulent carrot of
token participation in personnel
matters. The solution may lie,
however, in a system in which the
faculty is given power equal to
that delegated to administrators
by boards of trustees.
This could be achieved by
separation of powers of faculty
and administrators, with each
group electing representatives to
separate bodies to generate
legislation for the governance of
the university. Legislation on
which the two bodies agree
would be presented to the
university president for his approval or veto. A presidential
veto could be overridden or
upheld by an elected board of
trustees.
The powers of the faculty, administration, and trustees, of
would derive from
course,
legislation enacted by the state
legislature.
All signed articles on the
Daily Forum page reflect only
the opinion of the individual
writer. Editorials represent the
majority opinion of the
editorial board.
Readers are invited to write
letters to the editor. For quick,
full publication, letters should
be short, preferably one
typewritten page, doublespaced on a 53-space line.

dlers must have a permit;
otherwise it is illegal.
Judy Garcia of the SJSU consumer switchboard, suggested a
few tips that might be helpful in
dealing with door-to-door
salesmen:
Door-to-door merchandise
may be low quality. Don’t buy
unless you have an idea of what
similar merchandise might cost
in a store.
Don’t sign papers promising
to pay unless you know the full
cost, including finance charges,
credit insurance, etc.
Be wary of the seller who
claims to be a poll -taker, a charity
worker or who says you’ve just
won a contest.
Insist on a written guarantee.
Never trust the salesman’s word
of mouth.
Get a receipt showing the
name and address of the firm and
salesman.
Women should be especially
careful when confronted by a
Ms.
salesman.
door-to-door
Garcia said there have been a
number of rapes in this area by
men under the pretense of being
door-to-door salesmen.

Comments

Questton Ntxon’s aides
The Watergate scandal is
quickly replacing the POWs and
Vietnam as the central topic for
discussion. It has also joined
Teapot Dome and Bobby Baker in
the list of political scandals.
What the American people
have is a blatant case of political
espionage, campaign sabotage,
and invasion of privacy. All of
these actions were directly aimed
at various Democrats. And, according to recent evidence, these
actions have been traced to aides
of President Nixon and financed
by funds donated to the

Heify’s drinks
Last week while getting lunch
at Herfy’s. I ordered a small
drink. After the counter girl had
filled the drink, I decided that a
small drink would not be large
enough to wash down the food
and requested that my drink
order be changed to a large one.
The counter girl agreed and
poured my small drink into a
large cup. Much to my surprise
the coke in the small cup filled the
large cup all the way to the top.
Upon further questioning I found
that both cups contained only 14
ounces of liquid, although the
large cup (shaped differently)
costs 5 cents more than the small.
It appears that the Herfy’s
ownership is pulling a fast one on
its customers, and I urge that
everyone who goes into that
and
of
center
heartburn
irregularity consider buying the
small drink instead of the large
one.
Ed Sessler

President’s
re-election corn mittee.
President Richard Nixon has
done everything possible to
hamper the Senate investigation.
He has forbidden his aides,
several of whom have been linked
to Watergate and various acts of
sabotage, to be questioned. He
has even dared the Congress to
take the issue to the Supreme
Court. Even some Republicans,
such as Sens. Lowell Weicker of
Connecticut and James Buckley
of New York, have publicly urged
the administration to cooperate.
President Nixon should look at
history to see the only course
open to him. When the Teapot
Dome scandal began to break,
President Harding shielded his
corrupt friends and ultimately
went down in history as one of
the most inept occupants of the
White House.
When the Sherman Adams
scandal began to surface,
President Eisenhower allowed
investigators to quiz his aide.
Adams was disgraced and
Eisenhower served out his administration free of any charges
of government corruption.
The only course that President
Nixon should follow in order to
save his second administration
from charges of criminal corruption is to let investigators question his aides. It is up to him to
decide which Republican
President’s example he should
follow. The President should not
hesitate any longer to come clean
with the American people who
have returned him to office.
John Horan

Minority Heritage

Clogs originated from wooden shoe
Charlotte Bradford

......amee.y

American women are buying
clogs by the dozens. The clog shoe
which is being manufactured in
American shoe factories
originally was imported from the
Scandinavian countries,
After importing this shoe for
several years, the American firms
that made shoes improvised for
the comfort of the American
women by making the shoes out
of a softer, more comfortable
material called cork, which
comes from the oak cork tree,
The Scandinavian countries
made their clogs with a wooden
base and leather top.
Their idea originated with the
klompen, the Dutch wooden shoe.
The Dutch tried the leather top
with wood base method about
1940, but found that they were
not as warm, and that the

leather deteriorated in the rain,
Ben Knoops, a Santa Clara
resident from Winsum province
of Groningen, The Netherlands,
said the klompen is now only
worn by some creamery workers
and farmers, and that the Dutch
have been wearing leather shoes
for about 25 years.
His daughter, Mrs. Henderikus
Wilbrink, said that as a child she
remembers people wearing
wooden shoes, then soft leather
socks over their regular socks.
The purpose for this, she said,
was that one would wear the
wooden shoes outdoors, but upon
entering the house, would leave
the shoes at the door and walk
around the house in the soft
leather socks.
Knoops said the shoe is made
out of the Wilger tree, a soft wood

tree, common to The Netherlands,
that grows from 15 to 20 feet.
"It rains a lot in The
Netherlands," he said. "The
normal average rainfall is higher
than the rainfall in San Jose this
past season, so the people had to
make a shoe out of a type of wood
that water would not penetrate."
The klompen has been made by
machine for the past 50 years, but
when small shops make them by
hand, they can complete about
two pair per day, he added.
Knoops said that the
shoemakers use a scoop knife to
hollow out the shoes, and because
the wood is soft, it is an easy
thing to do.
He said, "the klompen costs
between $3 and $5 in American
currency.
**/

Letters to the Editor
Correspondence
Editor:
I’m a straightforward person
so I’ll get right to the point.
Presently I am incarcerated at
McNeil Island Federal Prison.
Fortunately, my stay here will
not be as long as the average
inmates.
The purpose of my letter is
that I’m seeking corresponsdence with any young
ladies. Correspondence helps a
man to maintain his sanity and
it also helps time pass. I was
attending college before my
arrest and I plan to go back and
finish when released.
I hope you’re not biased as
far as convicts are concerned. I
also hope you will be able to
help me in the form of placing
my request in your school
newspaper. It will be appreciated. Thank you.
Percy Brazier
Box No. 1000
Steilacoom, Wash. 98388

Communications
Editor:
I am writing to commend the
A.S. government for sponsoring one of the few free communications centers on campus, the Open Media Center, on
the third floor of the Student
Union near the A.S. office,
encourages
center
This
freedom of communication by
providing a thermofax
machine and mimeograph
paper at minimal cost to the
students at State. The students

who man the center are all
volunteers from various campus organizations. They are
providing an invaluable
service to needy study groups
and organizations.
AS.
you,
Thank
government, for responding to
the communication needs of
San Jose State students. In establishing the Open Media
Center, you have opened the
door once again to free speech,
free press.
M. Kathy Archambeau

warring" upon one another
with phrases on the level of
"My brother is smarter than
your brother."
Now that the war is over, let
the "verbal war" also cease.
Let’s get together using our
reason and human compassions and start agreeing on
some solutions to our
problems!
James Karas

End ’verbal war’

Open letter toEarnest Quinton;
We would like to inform you
that on the night of March 26,
one of our newspaper boxes
located on 5th and San Carlos
(between the gyms) was
totally wrecked and mutilated.
This box was paid for with Associated Students’ money.
Also, several of our boxes have
been spray painted with red
enamel in the last two months.
Although we have political
differences with your office,
we hope that this won’t
interfere with your job to
protect the students’ right to
receive written material;
especially newspapers that
they subscribe to like Sedition.
If your office will not
attempt to stop these rightwing vigilantes that interfere
with the distribution of
Sedition then we feel we have
no recourse but to mobilize
ourselves to protect our rights.
The Graphic Offensive

Editor:
This letter is written in response to all those who would
condemn either the United
States or North Vietnam for
the war. It is high time that
truth, fact, and principle
replace biased emotional accusations.
War is a horrible and unnatural state which is contrary
to man’s nature in that it does
not seek his greatest good. The
the
inexcusable fact that
United States incinerated
masses of North Nietnamese
civilians or that the North
Vietnamese used manners of
torture somewhat reminiscent
of the Spanish Inquisition on
American POWs are merely
two examples of just what
level of misery mankind can
bestow upon himself when he
engages in war of any kind.
It is time people stop
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BART train

kills workman
By IAN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
HAYWARDThe Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system’s
first fatality occurred yesterday when a workman was killed and
dragged 200 yards by a moving train.
Miguel Camposana, 48, of Broderick, a track foreman, was
killed at 9:15 a.m. when the accident happened on the right-ofway just south of the Hayward yard.
"We haven’t verified why he was there or why he got hit." a
BART information officer said. "We just know he was struck and
killed." An investigation is being organized.
The train was going about 80 miles per hour, the normal speed
for that portion of track. Only about six passengers were riding
the train and no other injuries were reported.
The only other accident since the $1.5 billion electric train
system opened in September of 1972 occurred last Oct. 2. An improperly mounted speed -control crystal caused a train to run off
the end of the line into a parking lot at Fremont, injuring five
persons.

Request made for Vietnam missing
LOS ANGELESPOW and MIA (Missing in Action) groups
around the nation, after meeting for three days this week, have
announced two major requests.
They have asked Pres. Nixon to declare June 3 "National MIA
Day." They will also pressure Congress to withhold reconstruction funds from North Vietnam until accounting is made of the
missing.
The group stated that 1.200 missing prisoners are still unaccounted for. It also said 53 men known to have been prisoners
were not named in Communist prisoner lists.

Sex practices bill approved in Pa.
HARRISBURG. PA.An amendment to outlaw premarital
and extra-marital sex was approved by a vote of 118 to 89 by the
Pennsylvania House of Representatives Tuesday.
Representative Martin Mullen, sponsor of the amendment,
said the move is "nothing more than to follow the Ten Commandments, and I think we all believe in God and the Ten Commandments."

New city codes
may limit sleep
By DEBBIE BLOCK
Dave Pauza may end up setting his alarm clock for 2 a.m.
so he can move his car.
The new city sign outside
his Fourth Street apartment
specifies automobiles must be
off the street between 2 and
a.m.
The sign is one of many
which are the result of recent
San Jose city council
resolutions giving street
sweepers monopoly of the
downtown area during these
hours.
"The downtown core area is
where they have to do the
heavy sweeping because of all
the traffic and congestion,"
said Bill Gennoe, city traffic
engineer.
Pauza said this new
ordinance creates a problem
for him and his three roommates because they are only
allocated one parking space in
their apartment’s garage.
Our landlord is upset also
because who’s going to want to
rent his apartment next year,"
Pauza claimed.
"We’re going to leave the
cars out until we get a ticket
because there’s no parking
spaces around here except on
the streets.
"I guess if we get tagged

we’ll have to pay them though.
I’d rather pay them than get
arrested," he said.
The San Jose State
University student does not
plan to let the sweepers control his sleep however.
"We’re definitely going to
find out if anybody is going to
work out a reasonable
agreement," Pauza stated.
He explained one roommate
may attempt to get the subject
on an upcoming city council
agenda.
if they want to enforce it
they should provide us with an
alternative. They wouldn’t
just go into the suburbs."
Pauza said.
Gennoe said many of the
streets in the SJSU
neighborhood were designed
before automobiles were so
prevalent.
"I can understand the
problem but we must sweep
the whole street. How else are
we going to do it.
"If we take the signs off one
street, we will have to continue and it will wind up like
before, with cars blocking the
sweepers path," he stated.
Pauza is not sure how far he
will take his complaint.
"That depends on how bad
they’re going to enforce it," he
said.

followed by workshops in the
various areas. Participants in
each workshop were asked
what they thought the goals of
the Campus Community Plan
[CCP) should be.
were
Discussions
moderated by members of Dr.
Daniel Garr’s Urban Problems
203 class, which is putting
together the CCP, in
cooperation with ASPA.
"The task -force chairmen
were re-selected from this
class," said Mrs. Carol Sanford. ASPA project manager.
"They’re doing all the work
anyway." she added.
For one aspect of the CCP,
the land use study each
member of the class did a
walking survey of three
blocks, recording the type of
building on each lot, its condition, present use, and s9 on.
The primary plan area is
bounded by First,Santa Clara,
and Martha streets and Coyote
Creek. The CCP may Includes
secondary planning area containing the rest of the land in
the bigger area bounded by
Guadalupe
Parkway,
Washington Street, Coyote
Creek and Highway 280.
Eleven persons attended the
housing workshop. including
Beall and Bud Carney, head of
the San lose Tenant Union.
Ways to upgrade the quality
of the housing around SISU
were discussed. According to
Beall, even if a landlord is
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Vet conference endorses amnesty

’Viet vets poorly treated’
By ION MEADE
he Vietnam veteran truly
laces tremendous problems.
He is inadequately treated and
receives almost no attention,"
charged Sen. Alan Cranston,
0-Calif.
Speaking to a group of over
50 veteran affairs representatives. including San Jose
State University’s Tom
Alvarado. Sen. Cranston. an
extremely tall, slim and confident legislator, made the
above statement at the
Northern California Veterans
Conference recently in San
Francisco.
The conference. which was
attended by campus representatives as far south as Fresno
and as far north as Shasta, met
to discuss veteran affairs with
Sen. Cranston and other
federal officials, including San
Francisco’s Director of the
Veterans Administration, E.J.
Mullens,
Sen. Cranston, a WW II
veteran and long time supporter of VA affairs, talked at
length about what he called
"vets missing in America."
The senator said the grassroots level of vets, on the
college campuses are the only
avenues of approach through
which the various problems
can be handled.
"That’s what the campus
veteran offices are all about,"
declared Cranston. "They help
the veteran and help open
doors to better understanding
between the VA, administration. and veterans."
One of the issues decided at
the conference was that of an
experiment involving the entire San Jose area concerned
with helping veterans.
Alvarado stated the
measure will help analyze
veteran problems and how
they are met in a specific area.
"Everything will pivot
around SISU’s veterans office." claimed the former
Marine staff sergeant. "Other
San Jose areas, such as San
Jose City College and so on,
will coordinate with myself

Bank loan
forms due
by Friday
Friday is the deadline tor
submitting completed Bank of
America federally insured
loan applications, according to
Mike Young, of the Bank of
America Student Relations
Office.
Applications may be picked
up at the Financial Aids Office
in the Administration
Building.
After the office completes
the application it will call the
student who will then bring
the application to the bank.
The Bank of America is
located at 2nd and San Carlos
streets. The bank hours are 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. on weekdays and
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Friday.

Parking lot future
for Spartan City?
By STEVE SCREAM
If the proposed expansion of
San Jose’s Spartan Stadium
goes through, Spartan City
may become a parking lot, according to James Beall, youth
advisory member of the San
Jose Planning Commission.
Beall was one of about 40
interested campus area
residents who attended the
Campus Community Planning
Workshop Saturday, sponsored by the San Jose State
Associated
University
Students Planning Agency
(ASPA).
"There’s no way you can
keep Spartan City for very
long with the stadium expansion," Beall, the former head of
A.S. Housing Board, said. "It’s
pretty obvious they’re looking
at that piece of property for
parking," he added.
Spartan City is a complex of
World War II vintage.
married-student housing on
SISU’s South Campus, adjacent to Spartan Stadium.
The Campus Community
Plan ICCP)meetingbeganwith
15 minutes of taped comments
by area residents, giving their
views on local problems.
At the same time. slides
were shown illustrating the
residents’ comments on local
problems in housing, comfacilities,
munit y
transportation, open space,
and commercial development.
The general meeting was
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cited for a building code
violation, he can appeal the
decision and delay a final
decision for up to a year.
"The (San Jose) City Council
realizes it’s not very smart to
go against a strongly
organized group like the
Apartment Owners’ Association," Beall said.
One member of the
workshop suggested. "There
should be a reassessment of
local zoning."
The city requirement that
six or more unrelated people
living under one roof must get
a conditional use permit was
discussed.
According to Beall. "That
was done to regulate board
and care homes. but it’s a lousy
way to do it."
Mont ye Rivera, a reporter
for the "Care Home News.’
said stricter licensing criteria
tor board and care homes may
force many to close. She also
said that of the $175 to $215
per month provided by the
government for each resident.
the landlord "can keep all of it
but 915."
Regarding the quality it
housing around campus, Beall
said. "People don’t realize that
the biggest slumlord in the
area is the university." He continued. "The ugliest buildings
are over here on campus and
down at Spartan Stadium:"

and our office. It’s merely all
experiment in teamwork."
Anot her issue voted on was
the amnesty situation, an issue a few notches cooler and
POWs and meat prices.
Alvarado. who is also
president of the California
Veterans Association, said the
entire group, with exception ol
a few, voted in favor of not
amnesty
prosecuting
violators.
"Several things should be
pointed out, however." noted
Alvarado. "If men are not to be
prosecuted for amnesty, they

should not he prosecuted for
bad conduct. drug usage.
alcoholism and other related
problems that cause the issue
of bad conduct discharges.
"It’s not fair," Alvarado
charged. "A guy does not
deserve a bad conduct discharge for something that the
service or war induced him to
do.
A veteran who did serve his
time. regardless of what he has
done, does not deserve
anything less than a general
discharge. What he does
deserve is help and guidance,"

Senator Alan Cranston

he said.
In response to the discharge
issue Cranston related to the
drug treatment bill he helped
introduce.
’the senator said many drug
addicts who had previous
habits of $5 or $10 in Vietnam
come back to the states and
lace $125 to $175 a day.
"The vet turns to crime and
vice to support his habit,"
related Cranston with tones of
remorse in his manner.
"It he was given less than an
honorable discharge the vet
gets no help. The new drug
treatment bill will change that
in the light of the
circumstances and help the
vet solve his drug problem and
do something with his life."
Sen. Cranston, who admittedly was on a personal
vets "fact finding tour," voiced
strong convictions concerning
how the Administration and
Congress handles VA affairs.
"Besides the Nixon Administration cutting disabled
veterans benefits by 50 per
cent," claimed Cranston. "they
have also failed to follow up on
the recent vets employment
bill.
"The Administration has
failed to hire any veteran employment advisors. They have
not attempted to enact their
promises." he asserted.
Lou Encinger, SISU
graduate veteran advisor, who
also attended the conference,
told Cranston he thought vets
met much difficulty when
trying to get their problems
solved by the VA.
"Lets face it," Encinger said,
"the VA is just not fulfilling its
function to serve the veteran."
"Although there are many

dedicated people in the VA,
there are also those who just
pick up their pay check."
answered Cranston.
Encinger. who later said
"Cranston impressed the hell
out of me." also asked the
senator why there are so many
WW II VA employees and so
few Vietnam employees.
"After all," Encinger said.
’’What the veteran needs today
is someone who can relate to
him. In other words a Vietnam
VA advisor, counselor, or
whatever.
Cranston replied he
recognized the problem and
understood the complications.
He said ever since he occupied
his senate seat he has tried to
very
that
resolve
situation...but to no avail.
Cranston has been senator
for one term now and plans to
campaign for another when
election time rolls around in a

Ii will be interesting to see
how many veterans will unite
together to support the man
who has given so much of his
time and effort to support
hem.
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Faculty finds SAVE UP TO
pDSDIATENST
tlisunification’
San Jose State University’s
faculty organization chapters
tend to be the ones responsible
for the disunified attempts to
gain some kind of collective
bargaining.
’this was one of many
comments heard by San Jose
State University faculty, and
organization
faculty
presidents at a recent "consortium" on collective
bargaining and other faculty
issues.
Three representatives from
the parent organizations of
California College and
University Faculty Association ICCUFA), America
Association of University
Professors (AAUP) and the
California State Employees
Association (CSEA) informed
25 people in the Faculty Club.
Monday that unity is a necessity for improved academic
higher
conditions for
education faculties.
"Too many vested interests
up top in the employees’
groups are not the problem."
said Tom Ambrogi of AAUP.
According to Ambrogi, his
experience with the Moretti
Commission on state employee bargaining rights has
indicated that in higher
education, "action takes the
form of too many units, too
narrowly defined," referring
to chapter groups. SJSU has
five chapters.
Assembly Speaker, Robert
Moretti, D-Los Angeles. is
presently heading a special
commission to investigate the
alternatives of collective
bargaining for state employees. Legislation is
expected to come out ..t

commission if the other
legislators vote favorably on
Moretti’s commission
recommendations.
The AAUP western regional
secretary said be believes all
faculty problems such as
collective bargaining should
be directed toward the
political process.
He said he would like to see
a joint effort made by an
"alliance" of the three
organizations, clarifying that
each group would remain
autonomous.
George Clark, CSEA
representative , said his
organization will probably
end up supporting any kind of
bargaining
collective
legislation recommended by
the Moretti commission.
Robert Pietrowski of
CCUFA emphasized it is important to get unified support
from state employees and
faculty members to aid the
Moretti Commission.
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Bill would put profs
on state committees

ke Awes’

Peace of campus chapel

attracts more students
By PEG BENNETT
Sitting serenely in the protective shade ut twu majestic
redwood trees, the campus chapel is a symbol of peace and
saint ire,
But it’s also a question mark lo new students and visitors to the
ampus.
How did it get there? How is it used?
Dedicated in 1947 as a memorial to 45,000 San lose State
01 versit y students, lacult y and alumni who served in the armed
forces in World War II, the chapel was built with private !undo.
The only chapel located on a California State University, it
originated with the death of Lt. Kenneth Bailey, class of 42. His
parents wrote to Charles Hill, then president ot the Alumni asociatiun,n. with the suggestion or a memorial.
The idea was greeted enthusiastically. A pledgeof $15,000 was
made by the association to start the fund off, while the faculty
donated $2500 and the A.S. Council $1.000. Other donations
huickly followed from private sources.
The ground was selected and broken in 1950 and dedication
ceremonies were conducted in 1952.
Renovations were made a fa W .,ears later in the form of an

artistic stained Flass window designed and executed by Henry
Powers, assistant professor of art.
The chapel was intended for reflection, meditation and
contemplation by the students. However, a Supreme Court
ruling in 1962 which banned prayer in public schools, produced a
sharp decline in student visitors.
The chapel has become a popular place for weddings, lectures.
initiations and meetings, but ritual must be kept outside.
Those who reserve the chapel are constantly concerned about
"ritual."
"We tell the groups to be careful because of the separation of
state and religion," said Molly Brown, co-ordinator of the non instructional activities on campus. But she was unable to pin
down exactly what constituted ritual for each group.
Explaining a sudden trend, the co-ordinator said the chapel
has become popular with campus Christians.
"There is a different group booked in every day," she said. "and
two on Tuesdays and Thursdays."
The trend appears to be spreading.
Many students are visiting the chapel before starting the day’s
classes.

International summer

Travel study offered
This summer, students will
have the opportunity to travel
to Africa where Dr. Mary
Leakey (widow of famed anthropologist Louis Leakey)
and her son. Richard, will lecture on their ancient skull discoveries.
Or they can travel to
Tanzania where Patrick
Hemingway, son of the late
Ernest Hemingway, will
explain wildlife protection

policies taught at the Moshi
Wildlife School.
’rhese are only a couple of
examples of travel -study
courses to be offered in this
year’s summer session at San
lose State University.
More than 25 such courses
will enable students and community members to visit
nearly every corner of the
world.
Ecology and natural history
will lie examined Kenya and

Chinese Garden
acres allocated
Four acres of the 32-a1.1,
East Side Overfelt Park were
allocated for the concept of a
Chinese Carden at an
emergency meeting of the advisory commission to the City
Council.
Twenty-seven acres were
requested, and refused. The
concept will go to the Council
April 9.
Invited to the meeting were
former councilwoman
Virginia Schaefer, former
member of the Board ot
Supervisors. Sam Della
Maggiore and Friends of the
Overfelt Park la group of
citizen advisers to the park l.
Garden wins praise
They spoke of the advantages of the garden to San
lose and of the international
relationship with Taiwan
which will donate some of the
materials.
The emergency meeting was
called last week because the
commission’s meeting the day
before had started with a display of interest and cooperative effort to accept the
idea of the garden,
Flanked by the Chine.9
delegation and architects,
Frank
Fiscalani,
superintendent of the Union
East Side High School District, spoke for the Chinese
community.
He commended the proposal
park as a "concept of a
magnificent, cultural contribution from Taiwan and the
Chinese people." He added the
garden would be a great asset
to a planned luture
educational complex to be
built adjacent to the park.
Taiwan contributions
Frank Lowe, chairman of the
Chinese Foundation, said funding would mainly be by the
San lose Chinese community
and businessmen with a contribution of two million
dollars from Taiwan in the
form of "artifacts."

Thesis members it the corn
mission continued to react
tavorably until Lowe mentioned 27 acres and began to
show the slides of the
buildings to appear in the
garden.
They included a museum
and theater, a pagoda and
teahouse and a large pavillion
all in the traditional Chinese
design.
Lowe said everything would
be built in Taiwan then
shipped to San lose for assembly on the park.
Garden approval sought
He asked for approval of the
concept so that Taiwan could
ship the first artifactan 18 loot statuefor installation in
the park in September.
The
commission’s
arguments against the park
were:
San lose might get involved in something it could
not change.
27 acres of an 32-acre
park were too much for a
Chinese garden.
The buildings were so
massive they might not fit in
with the educational complex.
The minimal cost to San
lose might be more than anticipated.
Other minorities might
object to the Chinese counter
culture
Garden loses support
As the conimission begun to
withdraw its support, Fincalani said the people of San
Jose would be angry.
-I don’t see how you can trun
down such an offer,- he said. "I
think you can expect a lot of
trouble if this garden is taken
elsewhere."
Sam Della
Maggiore
claimed the Erisl Side
community was pleased
with the idea of the garden and
that the Chinese people should
be allowed to establish tneir
culture in San lose.
p.g.

Tanzania. Environmental
problems will be studied in
Great Britain, West Germany
and Greece. The program
planned for the South Pacific
Includes snorkeling off Tahiti
and trying Zen meditation in
japan.
Each program will feature
recognized
internationally
guest lecturers and will be
available for three to six units
of credit.
Most programs have
flexible travel arrangements
allowing participants to plan
their own time before and after
the study program.

Among the places to be
visited are the United
Kingdom, Soviet Union, South
America, Turkey, Israel, Austria. Poland, Czechoslovakia
and the Scandinavian Countries.
In addition to the travel
study programs, this year’s
summer session offers many
regular on -campus classes, including close to 30 workshops
during intersession, June 11322.
The six -week session is
scheduled for June 25-August
3, while the four-week session
is planned kir August 6-31.

Legislation which would assign one professor from each
of the 19 California State
University campuses to serve
as consultants to "standing"
committeesin the state
legislature was introduced
into the state Assembly Monday.
The bill. AB 999 was introduced by Assemblyman
Michael Cullen. 0 -Los
Angeles.
AB999 comes at a time when
many issues involving the
California State University
system need remedying, in addition to the other higher
education institutions. These
ssues are under the sanction
of the legislature, particularly
he Assembly.
California’s Master Plan for
higher Education is one such
issue under Assembly committee study. The plan was
iiscussed recently at an open

hearing at San lose State
Uni vers it y.
Potential and pending
legislation on faculty collective bargaining and the right
to strike by state employees

Clyde," Marring Warren Realty and Faye
Dunaway. to be shown in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 7 and 10 p.m. Admission
oi S cents
MECHA will meet al 3:30 p.m. in the
Si’ Pacifica Room.
Delia Sips Theta will have a fashion
show and dance al 8 p.m. at the
Letterman’. Club, located al 425 N.
Fourth Street. Tickets are 52.50 in advance and $3 at the door.
Vill10111011 Studnita Anociatioa will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Husinees Classroom
I5.
Joint Wort Gotha, Hama will have a
special present at ton at Asian poetry and
music from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. Admission
is tree and food will he said This dinner’
show is being sponsored by the SISU
Assan-Amencan Studies Department
and Irienda
Saturday
Dam* Theatre 73: Student dance show
will he presented in the Dance Studio at 2
and ii p.m. Admission is S1.25.
"Chios MOH," a special ragtimel platten.
tattoo will be shown in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. This show is
sponsored by the 5150 Chinese Cultural
Club.
"Sticks sod Ilatan" will be performed in
the University Theatre at 6 p.m. Admiseion us Si for SISI I students and $2
tor the general public. This will be the
last performance.
811111111111 1111111111f: A benefit concert
maturing MalMna Reynolds will be
presented at 8 p.m. at 242$ Ridge Road in
Berkeley. Admission is 51.50 per person.
Sudsy
Spadini Shields will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
the University Chapel. New members
will take the oath.
Weasel Today’s weather will be like
yesterday’s. It will he warn, end sunny
uroviding Mai doeso : :..

10%
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

STAR MOTORS
3 75

Sit rk

.
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Protirrit Student Body Card For Diteount

"Standing" committees,
both Senate and Assembly

Death Valley trek
open to 30 more
The Death Vulley field
studies in natural history trip,
scheduled for April 15-21, has
openings for 30 more students,
according to Dr. Tom Harvey,
coordinator of the field trip.
About 160 students have
already enrolled in the oneunit. $84.00 (tuition, $48.00;
food, $18.001, course in which
the animals, plants, geology.

resources and ecology of
Death Valley will be studied.
Students can register, or obtain further information at
Extension Services. IC 216 or
call 277-2211.
On April 10. which is the
last day to register, an
organizational meeting will be
held in IC 141 at 7 p.m. a
which rides will be arranged.

alike, are established under a
permanent basis, according to
California’s constitution, thus
continuing to function from
one legislative session to the
next.
Unlike "select" committees
in the stale and national
legislatures which are created
by resolution for the purpose
of undertaking particular
tasks, standing committees
consider the bulk of bills
passed through the entire
legislature.
These committees, which
All 999 proposes to allow state
university professors to act as
consultants for, are the most
influential groups with the
legislature, according to some
legislative experts.

00 som000Y
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Liberation ethics
stressed in book
By VIRGINIA GOLDEN
Copy Editor
The demand for liberation Is
heard on every continent
today. Liberation is impossible, however, if man continues to seek it at the cost of
others.
Such is the theme of
"Liberation Ethics: A Political
Scientist Examines the Role of
Violence in Revolutionary
Change." Written by John
Swomley. the book was
reviewed during yesterday’s
faculty book talk by the
Rev. George Collins.
"Liberation ethics is
primarily social ethics" says
Swomley. It deals with the
liberation of structures within
the society, and it must include everyone.
The goal of liberation ethics
is a community, a unity of
persons around the idea. It implies a "quality of life," states
Swomley.
The cost of the process of
liberation is high, he adds, and
involves many risks.
Many who work for

revolutionary changes think
in terms of making others pay
for their freedom, he adds
citing a number of modern
revolutions.
Swomley is concerned not
only with the goal of freedom
but also with the process.
It includes the decentralization of decision -making
power, or the transfer of
power to the people.
The essence of oppression.

says Swomley. is not necessarily hardship, but the feeling
of helplessness that comes
from knowing that decisions
are being made by someone
else.
The ultimate and complete
liberation would be a utopia,
concludes
Swomley.
Liberation ethics uses each individual struggle against oppression as steps towards this
I.’ oal
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TWO SHOWS DAILY 430 & 8:30 PM
MONDAY APRIL 9 & TUESDAY APRIL 10
IN THE COLLEGE UNION BALLROOM
TICKETS: $1.00/A5B CARD $1.50 WITHOUT
PRESENTED BY

KSJS 90.7 FM RADIO

You’ve come to the
right place. We’ve got
Alizarin Crimson
Antwerp Blue
Aureolin
Aurora Yellow
Bright Red
Burnt Sienna
. Blue Black
1 Brown Madder
Cadmium Green
; Charcoal Grey
Chrome Lemon
Cinnabar Green
Cobalt Violet
Davy’s Gray
French Ultram.rine
GP’

00yOUs
"THANK,,
HAVE
vegoOtt
That special color
You’ve been looking for
is probably on one or
our shelves. Stop in
and browse around. 1Ao-r
carry a complete selection of the finest artists
materials in town.

son Joie point
and wallpaper co.
78 Valley Fair
Son Jo/..2418-4171
365 Son Anton;o Rd.
Mt.Yiew.9411-3600

RARE BIRD HANDLERS WANTED
You need a certain touch A special drive Whatever
comes up in Navy air, you have to handle it. Jockeying a hot let oft the deck in foul weather. Hunting
through skyways where even the wind gets lost.
Or bossing the little black box with the big punch.
Whatever you do. you learn to do it right You learn
the difference between taming a falcon and a wren
It you think you can handle the lob, let us know.
Our birds are ready when you are
It you’re going to be something, why not be something special?

Tod.),
loini Effort Coffee Home present. "The
Neu Shreveport Hornewreckers," rock
group. to perform at 8 p.m. Admission is
75 cents.
Dams Sinatra 73: Student dances
plesenting a wide variety ol dance at yles
will be presented in the Dance Studio at 5
p.m. Admission is 51.25
"Stialta oedemas" will be presented by
the SISU Drama Department in the
I Iniversit y Theatre at B p.m. Admission
is 51 toe Spill students anti $2 tar the
general public.
Radial: Pianist Aiko Oniehl will appear
in Concert Had at 8:15 p.m. Admission is
52 or SISU students and $2 for the
general public.
SUM Stadmas International Meditation
Society will meet at 8 p.m in DMH 161.
sou Einhasy ChM presents it, fames
Ingle of Sinn/ ord University. who will
speak on ’The Neogene Marine History
01 the Gulf of California." in OH 306 at
12:30 p.m
FASA will meet at 7 p.m. in Asian.
American Studies Barracks 9. New
members are welcome,
Tuition: A meeting to discuss the
proposed iultion increase, the the Nixon
iotharks In education programs will be
held ai 1130 p.m in the A.S. Council
Chambers.
Rick Wham WIII perform in concert
tonight at 8 in the San lose Civic
Auditorium. Admission is 5355. 54.50.
and 53.50
Friday
"Slick. wad Nam" won he performed in
the University Theatre at a p.m. Admission is 51 for 51511 students and $2
for the general public.
Hamm
Theatre 711 Student Mince
presentation will he shown in the Dance
Studio atop m Admission i111.25.
Friday Flicks presents ’Ronnie and

also await deliberation with
the numerous standing committees.

See the NAVY Officer Information team in the career
planning and placement office.
(Bldg. Q) And at the Aero Campus.
The
April 5 & 6
From 9-3

Navy
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Stanford wins two

Gymnasts prepare
for NCAA meet
By RAY MORRISON
A trio of Spartan gymnasts.
Bill Barnwell, Steve
McCormick and Steve
Berglund will perform at the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) gymnastics final tomorrow evening in
Eugene. Oregon.
To qualify for the NCAA action. a gymnast had to be one
of the top three finishers in his
event at the conference finals
two weeks ago.
Barnwell, an all-around
performer an the San Jose
State University gymnastic
team will participate in the
high bar and long horse.
The 5-foot -7, 145 pound
senior won the PCAA title in
the high bar with an 8.70
routine and added a third in
vaulting at 8.15.
"Bill is our strongest hope as
he has the ability to win his
event without any problem,"
said SJSU coach Rea Anders.
"He has been a great asset to
our program this year."
In last years’ NCAA finals.
Barnwell tailed in his bid for

the high bar crown when he injured his leg on a fall.
Performing in the rings will
be McCormick who collected a
8.80 rating in the PCAA finals.
He is rated by Anders as "one
of the strongest ringmen in the
country."
A pleasant surprise was
Berglund, a freshman, who
qualified with an 8.55
performance on the parallel
’oars.
"Steve has come a long way
this year," Anders said.
"Having placed high in the
conference meet should give
him the confidence needed for
this meet."
The Spartans did not
qualify for the NCAA finals as
a team because of their second
place finish with 273 points.
Los Angeles State University
took the conference title with
281 points.
Anders expects Indiana
State, Iowa State and the
University of Illinois to take
the top spots in this weeks
meet.
"In the Midwest, the em-

phasis is on the indoor sports
rather than sports like tennis
or golf," Anders stated.
"That’s why more champions
come from that region.
Anders is now in the middle
of his recruiting for next
season. Several of his prime
candidates include Matt Holm
of Homestead High School and
Gene Johnston of Golden West
College, both are considered the best all-around
performers in the state.
The first year Spartan coach
was pleased to find out that
this was the first year SJSU
had made any money in
gymnastics.
"We guaranteed the other
teams $600 and we made much
more than that," Anders said.
"I’m hopeful that we develop
gymnastics into a revenue
sport."
For those gymnasts not
competing this weekend, the
season is over until next year.
With Barnwell and Hubert
Craft lost to graduation, the
local squad should be in the
thick of things nest year.

Frosh defeated

GiUdrean
The snows are melting in the spring sunshine, but skiers
contend the weather is perfect for skiing. Pictured are World Cup
winners. Gustavo Thoeni of Italy, and Annemarie Proeii ol Aus-

tria, raising their trophies in victory.

Sportaguide
FRIDAY
VARSITY BASEBALL 51.51,
Santa Um-bola al Mune midct.tdlu,n at
7 al) p.m
SATURDAY
FROSII BASEBALL, Sperlabalien v. San
lose COE 4:..11egit at 11 any ai

Fie
VARSITY BASEBALL SISI v. Santa
am-lore in A doubleheader I MuracIpal
Statham beginning at noon
TRACK. SISU in the Sacramento Relays
at Serramente beginnInv at 4 3. (lot

By IL/ANITA LOWS
It was a beautiful day for
baseball. warm, sunny. and
the air sweet with the smell of
freshly cut grass. A perfect
day for baseball, unless you
happen to bra member of the
Spartan freshmen baseball
team.
Tuesday was a dismal day
for the Spartababes as they
traveled to Palo Alto to meet
the Stanford ’nosh. It was dismal because they did not play
baseball.
SJSU
dropped
a
doubleheader to the Cardinals,
8-0 and 13-1. Buddy Parsons
went the entire first game,
giving up 11 hits that accounted for the Cardinals’
eight runs. Parsons is now 1-2
in league competition.
The Spartababes were still
in good spirits at the beginning
of the second game. It was too
beautiful a day to be discouraged. The team was ready
to bounce back. Emanuel
Powe, ready to pitch the
second contest, took his victory lap before the game.
He should have waited
Powe only went 2 and 2/3 innings. Stanford demoralized

him and gave him d pulled
back muscle, to remember
them by.
It was miserable to witness.
In Powes short appearance, he
walked five batters, threw two
wild pitches, each which
brought in a run. hit a batter
and had six runs scored
against him.
Larry Ceccato came in for
SJSU in the third inning. He
shouldn’t have. Ceccato
walked three, had a grand
slam and two homeruns hit off
of him, but he did strike out
one Cardinal batter.
The total for that fiasco
were 13 runs for Stanford on

live hits. S1SU’s only
moment of glory came In the
sixth inning, when one lone
Spartan crossed the bag.
Coach Ion Hennig was asked
what happened. They played
a better game than us." Obviously.
But the Spartababes have a
chance to redeem themselves.
Stanford will visit the Spartan
Diamond next Tuesday in a
second doubleheader beginning at noon.
’The Spartans are now 3-7 in
league play. Last week they
dropped three of four games to
the University of San Francisco.

ioily

SePik4440k1
CORNER 3,0 .1 SANTA CLARA
1

COCKTAILS PITCHER BEER
ANCHOR STEAM BEER
SUBMARINES FROM 49c
HAPPY HOUR FROM 3-7 PM
FUN Mia.,1!,291_,. TV

Netter’s win skein Recreation offers
meditation class
ends; split matches
Well, you win some and you
lose some.
At least that’s what the
Spartan tennis team did in
its last two matches.
Tuesday, the netmen
suffered their first loss in their
being
last nine matches
nipped by UC-Berkeley 5-4.
However they bounced back to
route Cal State Hayward

yesterday 9-0. Both matches
were played on the south campus courts.
The loss to the Bears broke
the Spartans eight match win
skein, but the win over the
Pioneers gave the netters a 122 record. They won only 12
matches all last year.
"Our guys played well. The
match could have gone either

End of an era
By DON GIOVANNINI
As the millions of people cheered and rejoiced as Muhammad
Ali dropped a split decision to Ken Norton last Saturday, they
tteemed unconcerned that it marked the end of an era.
Parallels can be seen in the sports world all the time.Takeas in
1951 when Joe Louis was punished by Rocky Marciano and the
sportswriters who really knew him felt sick that a great athlete
had finally reached the end of the line.
That same sickness ran through my body during Ali’s
courageous fight against Norton.
He just didn’t look the same. The famous Ali shuffle was there
but it just wasn’t the same as it was before. He was fast but not
lightening quick. His punches lacked authority, and his combinations weren’t effective.
Despite all of the this, he fought for eleven rounds with a
broken jaw, which added pain to every quick movement.
The sportswriters who really felt for Louis when he was
through, attempted to write the real story supporting a fighter
that everybody knew and loved.
All, unlike Louis, was hard to like. In fact you either loved him
or hated him. For most, it was the latter.
After all, look at the way he acted.He was the most outspoken
athlete of his time especially when it came to his favorite subject -himself.
"I’m the greatest, I’m thegreatest," he would proclaim. After he
knocked out Sonny Liston for the title he made more than a few
believers.
His poems, jokes, and what -not were all reflections of his own
personality, a personality which didn’t fit that of a world
heavyweight boxing champion.
Uncle Sam with TKO
But, in theend, it was his political views which did him in. Ali
refused to fight in the Vietnam war because-well, I guess no one
will ever know what the real reason was. Whatever it was, it took
guts to give up so much for what he believed in.
Louis was confronted with the same situation in World War IL
and he accepted his fate and went in and fought. Fortunately for
him.he did most of the fighting in the ring, putting on countless
exhibition matches for the troops.
Before Ali was stripped of his title, he, just as Louis, fought
everybody in sight. Opponents seldom went the distance and
none of his fights were even close.
He was a great champ. But how quickly people forget.
After piddling around for a few years the World Boxing Association finally found a champ to replace the banished Ali.
Frazier Flounders
be Frazier won the championship in 1970, but it was a tainted
with
the
real
but
unofficial champion in the process of
honoo
winning a battle in the courts with Uncle Sam.
When the real confrontation with Frazier did come, Ali met his
match. Or had he? After five years from the ring and only five
fights under his belt, the fight of the century happened about six
years too late. Ali punished Frazier but a knock down in round 14
did him in.
Result: new heavyweight champ.
Some champ. In two years he defended his title only twice.
Against Terry Daniels and Ron Slander, he won decisively by
knockouts in the fourth rounds of both fights.
And when he finally decided to fight a puncher instead of a
punching bag, Frazier was through. All had taken too much out of
him.
A real champ is one who defends his tit le readily, taking on all
corners and proving that he is without peers. George Foreman
hasn’t even considered another bout since his victory over
Frazier on January 22.
Some champ.
All-The Greatest
The real story: Muhammad Ali was the greatest fighter of all
Mays of boxing. Just lik Mays. he could
Willie
time. He was the
do it all and do it better than anybody else.
But nobody realizes that now.
All will fight on now because he is Just that kind of competitor.
He will win. too. But, just as Saturday, other losses erasure to
come, fir hardly needs the money but he still feels that he has
something to prove, just as Louis did.
All should retire realizing that there are still people around
that know he was the greatest in his prime.
To the rest who continue to worihip champs like Frazier and
Foreman, good luck. You’ll never see one the likes of Muhammad
All again.
It’ll never be the same.

way. But it’s no disgrace, Cal
usually finishes in the top ten
in the nation every year," said
Coach Butch Krikorian on his
teams’ loss to the Bears.
The Spartans needed to
sweep the doubles in order to
win and nearly did, but the
loss by Bruce Kellock and toe
Meyers 7-6, 6-3. did them in.
Winning for the Spartans in
thesingles wereTerry Rodgers
7-6, 0-6. and 6-2. and Kellock
7-5, 3-6, and 6-3. Andy Moffat
and Dennis Gibson won their
doubles match 6-1, 4-6, and 61. as did Rodgers and Greg
jasonides 6-4, 6-3.
The Spartans walked away
with the match against
Hayward. None of singles or
doubles went into three sets.
No. 1 man Moffat showed how
with a crunching victory over
Elton Lebus 6-0, 6-2.
Bruce Antal. Tony
Yvanovich, Steve Sharp, Bob
Klyce, and Meyers followed
his lead with similar convincing victories.
The tennismen will travel
south for matches against
University of California
Irvine, April 10, University of
Southern California. April 11,
and Long Beach State on April
9, which should be a preview
of the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association title showdown in
early May.

The Associated Students
Recreation Program of San
lose State University is
offering a one-day workshop
In the art of Self-Centering and
Mediation. The class.
scheduled for Sunday, April 8,
deals with a person’s ability to
center himself, balance his
movement, and create within
himself a feeling of being
"together."
Harvey Moskowitz and
Betsy Hill will direct the
workshop. Moskowitz has
studied the Japanese martial
art of Aikido, which includes
mediation, for four years, and
is presently studying KungFu.
Miss Hill has been practicing mediation, energy
awareness. centering and
Aikido for more than four and
a half years.
Instruction will entail
proper alignment of one’s body
and correcting posture difficiencies. Moving practice
will be related to Aikido.
Working with yourself will be
stressed.
Also being offered by the
Recreation Department is a
one-day workship on Sunday
April 29. dealing with Energy
Awareness and Mediation.
Two masseuses will
demonstrate the proper
techniques of massage. The
sensations of touching and
feeling, and building sensory
awareness will be concen
trated on.
Diane Weinberg and Nant

Dc Woskin will instruct those
registering for this workshop.
Miss Weinberg has studied
Aikido, energy awareness,
and meditation, and has
participated
in similar
workshops at the Esalon
Institute in Monterey.
Miss Woskin has also
studied the arts of Aikido,
energy awareness. and
meditation extensively.
Each of these workshops

carries a $5 registration fee.
But if both are taken, the
charge to the registrant will he
only $8.
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Where Spaghetti can be fun
a complete dinner for $1.95

Intramural basketball
playoffs continue tonight at
7:15 in Spartan Gym,.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS
CALL WRITE OR DROP IN AT

SPARTAN TRAVEL -MART
DOWNSTAIRS IN THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING
211 SOUTH 9TH STREET SAN JOSE, CALIF

Phone 287-2070
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Flyers control speed and descent with bar

Soaring at heights up to 3000 feet

Pilots ’let it all hang out’
in zany new glider sport

’11-r
Onlookers line Coyote Hills to observe hang gliding

Photos by
Mike Russell

Flyer prepares to run downhill for takeoff

Unlocking glider wheels

Landing a hang glider....
is a touchy matter...

and a lot of work....
until back on earth
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’Slaughter’ says
‘We are the dead’

Dance group performs at Chinese Night
The Chinese Cultural Club
of San loseState University
will present "China Night" on

April 7 starting at 7 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Admission is free.

On the program will be The
Chinese Folk Dance Association of San F’rancisi-ii

who will perform such
numbers as the "Lion Dance,"
"Drum Dance." and "The Rib-

bon IL.,
Other parts ol the program
will include music.

Gut -level drama, ’The Cage’
destroys today’s prison myths
By STEPHANIE CURTIS
Fine Arts Editor
Trapped behind steel bars
and concrete walls, four men
struggle to survive, each
caught up in "games played
with a passion born of despair."
The despair of "The Cage,"
which playwright Rick
describes, was
Cluchey
performed Tuesday in the S.U.
Ballroom to a capacity
audience.
Cluchey wrote the play
while he was caged in San
Quentin for almost 12 years on
a kidnapping-robbery charge.
After the play was produced.
Cluchey, who was given a life
sentence without possibility
of parole, was pardoned with a
lifetime probation.
The set is a prison cell bare
except for a toilet that eventually serves as an altar and

baptismal font for Hatchet, an
insane inmate.
A loudspeaker voice drones
out the orders that regiments
the prisoners’.Iives, day in and
day out: report for work in the
laundry block, report to the
captain’s desk and finally an
announcement that Sunday
church services are cancelled
due to an increase of
homosexual activity in the
chapel.
Hatchet, Al and Doc listen
like autonoms, their lives
devoid of any purpose of hope,
their only outlet being
violence or homosexual activities.
Al. played by Larry
Morgan who spent 10 years in
California prisons, succumbs
to the advances of Doc, played
by Henry Everheart, after he’s
offered a candy bar.
Hatchet, brilliantly played

by Gary Pettinger who served
34c years in prison for selling
an ounce of marijuana, calml
goes to the bathroom while Al
and Doc make love.
Hatchet who got his name
from the murder weapon h,
used on his victims, believes
he was sent as God’s special
messenger to speed the death
of society. At other times, he is
a general sending messages in
code and ordering Doc to take
care of his horse.
The fourth prisoner, live,
played by Al Lazar, a student
in American Conservatory
Theatre, has just arrived to
serve time for murdering his
girlfriend. He becomes the victim of Hatchet’s religious
fervor and Al and Doc’s
repressed sexuality.
Physical violence is almost
always the result of the
conversations between the
men. Nothing is sacred; Al and
Doc’s "love affair" explodes
into a knife pulling by the entrance of live who becomes a
pawn between them.
live is constantly harassed
about his guilt or innocense
until the other three finally put
him on trial.
From circumstantail
evidence, he is pronounced
guilty to live "forever in
darkness." His darkness fades

Toot Chensult

Gary PettInger, Henry Everheart and Al Lazar as Inmates
In "The Cage"
into death as Hatchet slowly attitudes towards ex -convicts,
strangles him while Doc and he does both powerfully.
Thrown into cages, men
Al are sleeping.
Though Cluchey claims his become animals. Turned loose
drama was not written to into a society that scornsthem.
protest prison conditions but 75 per cent eventually return
to reverse society’s negative to the cages. When will society
learn?

Dance Theatre ’73
premieres tonight

Morrocco’s realism in acrylics Danlin"

Dance Theatre ’73, a
program of studentchoreographed dances, will be
presented at San lose State
University April 5-7 in the
Dance St actin in the Women’s
P.E. Building. Admission
prices are $1.25 and
performances start at 8 p.m.
with the Saturday matinee
starting at 2 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased

Photorealism shown Guitarist
in Master’s exhibit to perform
Most of the time fire
engines
scream towards
blazing buildings. Ralph
Morocco’s just gleams back at
you in his Master’s exhibit in
the Art building’s small
gallery.
His acrylics, on display until Friday, are exceptional
examples of Photo-realism, a
style that strives to recreate
objects
and
places

photographically on canvas.
One painting uses the reflections off of a Packard spare
tire to capture the images from
behind.
Hugh Aanonsens porcelain
pottery is also on display.
They are elegant and airy
varying in shape and size.
The small gallery is open until Friday. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

antarist Michael Lorimer,
protege to Andres Segovia,
will perform in concert with
the San lose Symphony
Orchestra at 8 p.m. on April 13
at the San lose Civic
Audit on urn.

at the A.S. Business Office or
at the door.

turned out later, she was nut
an actor, but a ticket holding
member of the audience who
was afraid of guns.
Unfortunately, the feeling of
tear that Craig sought was not
as real to the majority of the
audience. As Dr. Dever
pointed out. "It laclad a
certain believability.- But this
as important. not as a criticism
of a good performance. hut as
an indication of what the play
could have been.
"The Slaughter" was
preceded
by another
performance.
’’The
Grandmother" was, luckily, a
short play. If Craig’s play
lacked believability. Bent
junker’s creation was plagued
with a real credibility gap.
The play was a satire on the
sexual practices of an uneasy
married couple.
If the attempt was to
comment on the games people
play with each other,
especially in bed, junker’s
theme is playing a glutted
market. If the intent was
sexual humor, many other
writers have done better for
instance Henry Miller was
mentioned in one line).

The San lose State
University Concert Choir will
appear in concert Wednesday,
April 11 at 8:15 p.m. in the
Concert Hall. Admission is
free.
The award-winning choir
has recently returned from its
annual spring concert tour and
will perform "Ain’t That Good
News," by William Dawson;
"My God is a Rock," arranged
by Robert Shaw; "Three
Graduals," by Anton
Brunkner and selections from
"Tourist Time" by Kirke
Mechem.

Calendar
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30

So. Central Campbell
374-4000

10-2 am.
Every Friday site, with
presentation of your Student
Body Card-

No Cover Sun -Wed

$ 1 .00
Cambridge Square
1535 Meridian Ave.
266-0217

Iaul Newman

"SOMETIMES A Gill
NOTION"

I

TROPILAIRE I
eth Week F.,.
Drive In

ng

"LIFE & TIMES In
JUDGE ROY BEAN"
Walt Disney’s
"SWORD

IN: THE STONE-

TROFICAIRE II

110

11.1

DEA lir
k

Ii hi

(

SN

CHU"
all color show

BAYSHORE ’
Mkt Week-It...Waive San .1
Showing

Onsets
Jack Lemmoo
"SAVE THE TIGER’’
Holtman
"S

I It AVo DOGS"

The Brothers, Two
folk rock blues

Thar.

Fri. night

WORLIrs L.%1IGEST
11 .% It 4: .% It IT.%

(1’2 11.alloa)
’our Host:
ART CROSS
163 W. Santa Clara San .lossi

CARLIN
RETURNS BY DEMAND!

THURS / 8
PM
APRIL 26
San Jose Civic
Auditorium
TICKETS: $5.50, $4.50, $3.50
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE 246-1160
912 TOWN & COUNTRY STEVENS CREEK AT WINCHESTER

for that hi-fi system you have been been thinking about
CD PIONEER.
WHY SHOP

OFF
Any large pizza

ALCO?

SS hen you decide
...the I low- the firm thing t tat do h select II
ompotwat Itealer !MINI ran wow we Men ou
choose
AI t t.
Hen, are 01,,,.d mamma: We’ve been In the Santa it.,. 5.1k, lor
earsNe practicallt started the component M.Iihosines to.,,. and
feel IMO coo will like doing husinm with usNe can, .1. "ton
recognized Brand. to assure complete satisfactionand ne keep ....r
prim Ion

SM 418

OVALUE
ilk

FANTASTIC

he PION EER...SX 424 Solid State Stereo Receiver with AM / FM
reception, is proof positive that stereo on a limited budget doesn’t
have to mean limited stereo sound. The SX 424 offers up 10 24 watts
R MS at 8 ohmS both channels driven, very sensitive FM reception, a
wide linear type dial scale for fine FM tuning, and highly respectable
specifications both for the FM tuner section and the audio section.
HSR...310X, quality and versatility in an automatic turntable a
perfect companion with a 4-pole induction motor, low mass counter
weighted tone arm for light tracking, cue/ pause control, anti-skate
control with a SHURE M 75 CS cartridge, base and dust cover included. MA...50. the final touch for your system, stereo speakers
featuring 8" Dual Cone WooferMid-Tweeter, ported bass reflex
design enclousre in "King" Walnut cabinets.

411

ALCO’S
SPECIAL
PRICE

ALCO’S
COMPLETE SYSTEM PRICE
SENNHEISIER
OPEN-AIR SOUND

REG. 39.95

SAVE 10.00
ALCO’S LOW PRICE

9

SEE IT ALL AT
7 DAYS A WEEK
South Third Street
79
OPEN 5 NIGHTS ’TILL 9
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
OPEN SATURDAY 9 to 6
OPEN SUNDAY NOON to 5
297-7111

OPEN

MICRO
CASSETTE
CORDER

Here is one of thtt
mightiest
micro
Cassette Recorders on
the market today We
were able to get lusts tew
of these units before the
money
crunchthey
won t last longso
HURRY’

AKAI
STEREO
TAPE
RECORDER

00
new unique
Sennheiser something
"open -acoustics" design lets you hear
through and behind these earphones
will make any stereo sottrtd better

To be announced

Hattst ii
St.’,.’

"THE GETAWAY"

SHOP ALM TODAY

to perform

Introducing Friday Nite Entertainment
FOLK-SOLO GUITARIST
JULIUS JAMES
8-10 PM

Fri 6
Sat 7
Sun 8

EL RANCHO ORPrE IN

TOWER SALOON

II PURCHASED SEPARATELY 289.80

Tue 3 Elvis Duck
Wed 4 Snail
Thu 5 Graham Central Station

Actors Pal KvIrand C. Anthony Sorich struggled well
with a plot that ran too quickly
and a message that is ringing
too loudly today.

SJSU choir

"People
Pleasini
Pizza"

sandwiches
spaghetti
salads
brew

By MARTIN WEVIRET
"The Slaughter" is a violent
play with a simple message:
"We are the dead."
Playwright William Craig’s
unusual creation was
performed Tuesday night in
the Studio Theatre. Craig. who
now lives in Morgan Hill,
graduated from San loseState
University in 1971 with a
Master of Arts in playwriting.
His play depicts a series of
violent deaths. After each
bloody encounter "Worm
Man" comes on stage to warn
the audience. "Don’t you laugh
when the hearse goes by, for
you may be the next to die."
"The Slaughter" attempts to
make each member of the
audience face his own death,
which might very well be one
of the bloody ones shown on
stage. Craig told the Spartan
Daily he wants to redefine the
word atrocity to include the
manufacture of unsafe cars
and the destruction of
creativity by educators an
"atrocity of the mind").
His higher purpose is a
redefinition of man himself,
not as a natural resource but
as the criterium.
The audience puts on
makeup and enters the stage
through the gaping mouth of a
huge mask. The play’s action
is orchestrated by "The Director," who speaks from a
podium suspended from the
ceiling, similar to Thorton
Wilder’s "Stage Manager."
The purpose of this, according to director Dr. Paul
Davee, is "to isolate the
audience from familiar
surroundings." Craig has done
extensive research on
brainwashing techinques and
religious conversion and employs many of these ideas in
his play.
Planting actors in the
audience, making the audience
sign a release of responsibility
and organ music accompanying the narrative all
build psychological tension.
’the net effect is that players
act, not for, but upon the
audience.
Intellectually, the technique
is interesting. But. as Craig
pointed out before the
performance, he was trying to
bring the audience beyond the
point of intellectualization.
During the play Tuesday
night, one girl pleaded with a
gunman not to shoot another
character in the play. As it

Akie’s 4 -Track Stereo Monaural Tape
I -I) Recorder features autoireverse. 3 speeds. 3 headsincluding AKAI’S
exclusive OX glass and crystal ferrite
record playback heads, and much
more

SAVE
100.00
ALCO’S
LOW PRICE

249.95

LCO

Complete electronics since 1945
ME SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

Page 8, AprII 5, 1973

Arena pet project

of prominent four
’from page if
The code provides that
"Every statement of receipts
and expenses...shall be
itemized, detailed, and
verdied. Statements relating
tomeasures s toed on at count y
elections shall be filed in the
office of the count y clerk it the
county where the election is
held."
Every statement of receipts
and expenses is required by
law to show the name and address of each person, firm, or
corporation that has contributed $25 or more.
Copies of statements
furnished to the county clerks
are kept on file and are open to
public inspection.
While the Santa Clara
Sports Arena Committee did
file its statement, there wasn’t
any breakdown of expenditures or list of contributions.
In fact, the statement filed at
the County Clerk’s office at
this writing claims that only
$1,007.50 was spent on the entire campaign.
When asked about these discrepancies. Kidder and
Supervisor Cortese. both
members of the sports arenii
committee, seemed concerned.
Kidder asked whether the law
required such 11 breakdown.
Richard Polit 2. then
supervisor of administrative
services with the county
clerks office, was notified by
this writer about the infraction but said he didn’t
know- what action to take.
Pold z said he doesn’t normally

Tryouts for
song girls
next week
It’s that time iii,,ibon.
A.S. elections, graduation and
song girl tryouts. Girls
interested in becoming SISLI
song girls for the 1573-74
season, take heed.
The official tryout will be
held Wednesday. April 11 at 7
p.m. in PER 275 All prospeclye song girls will be
interviewed, perform a
routine, and learn and perform
a routine that night,
Practiceto learn
the major routine for the
tryouts. will be held Tuesday
April 10 at 7 p in in PER 275

Ii.S

SIII

10

When asked how much the
Mercury -News contributed to
the campaign. Kidder recently
replied. ’1 honestly don’t
know.’ But when asked two
days later whether the
Mercury -News did in fact contribute $27,000 to the campaign ’according to Daniel
Hill, of Darrion. Russell and
Hill Advertising Agency, the
agency that handled the
advertising campaign for the
arena’, Kidder retorted,
"That’s not correct, we spent
$12 and -a -half
only
thousand!"
According to Hill. the total
newspaper advertising campaign amounted to $12.762.58.
In addition. the Mercury News
ran the aforementioned
editorials and a series of frontpage endorsements.

Kidder claimed a new
statement has been filed, but
the county clerk has not yet
received it. He revealed the
new total of campaign expert&tures amounted to $41,000.
almost $40,00U more than the
previous statement. Ridder
wasn’t asked and didn’t offer
any explanation for the discrepancy.
He also revealed the
Mercury-News helped finance
two supplemental studies for
the arena. One was a
preliminary architectural
report and the other was a supplemental SRI study. Daniel
Hill, of Darrion, Russell and
Hill advertising agency, said
he believed the two supplemental studies cost $5,000
apiece.
Tomorrow: Site Proposals
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Engineering students will race this cement canoe in the
"Cement Canoe Race" in San Luis Obispo April 28.

oncrete canoe to race
Group raises against hard competition
U.N. money

Lotted Nations As
251 S. First St., is a
nun -profit organization which
helps teed the world’s children
and educate its adults.
I Sc’

"I’d like to think our main
purpose is toeducate about the
I ..N. but I think the United
Nations International
Children Emergency Fund
’UNICEF} is our main thrust,"
said Joyce Madsen, director of
the San Jose chapter.
Last year the chapter raised
$13.000 selling UNICEF
Christmas cards. The money
was sent to 101 different coontries.
LINA chapters are sell funded. Mrs. Madsen’s main
source of income is the gilt
shop in the $80-a -month UNA
.
. .
building. fhe gifts are imported from various foreign
countries and the profits are
used to pay the bills.
Additional revenue comes
from membership lees and
smaii percentages iron
UNICEF card and gift sale!.
Members pay $10 a yen!
Students po. wilt 85

Members receive Vista, the
organization’s bi-monthly
policy
panel
magazine,
reports, monthly newsletters
and information on the local
activities of the chapter.
Mrs. Madsen thinks the U.N.
should have more power.
U.N. is the only international
body," she said. "We’ve let it
settle small disputes but we
should let it settle world-wide
events as well."
The main chapter is in New
York, next to the U.N.
building. Mrs. Madsen and her
assistant, Russ Olson, receive
no money for their services.

To most non-engineering
people a cement canoe sounds
like the most impractical
method of transportation
since the square wheel. But to
the San Jose State University
chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, it is
serious business.

In it. San Jose’s concrete
floater will compete in four
different contests against
cement canoes of seven other
universities.
The cement canoe race will

Currently under construction on campus is a concrete
canoe. The canoe is being built
by approximately 30 SJSU
engineering mators with the
help of the campus
Engineering Department. It is
the second cement canoe to be
built on campus by students

entered.
Last year the Engineering
Department constructed a
similar concrete craft and
raced it against the entry from
UC Berkeley. The SJSU canoe
won handily.

be held April 28 and will consist of four races; a men’s
competition, women’s
competition, a faculty race,
and an anything goes free-tor all.
This year’s competition will
be the second cement canoe
race in which SJSU has

San Luis Obispo.

!NAM

$100,000
If you
can drive it,well
insure it for less.

LIFE INSURANCE

The practicality of a con crete canoe will be put to the
test on Saturday April 28 in
the "Cement Canoe Race," to
be held on Laguena Lake in

AGE: 25...$19.09 AGE: 35...$21.34
Where’s the catch? There isn’t any. We’ll
give you all the information you want tor

Everything You Need
To Matte Your Life Softer

P,LOW

tree. That’s right -just for the asking.

SENSUOUS
PILLOWS

,II.INITURE

Come In or call today for a
personal quotation on insurance for your car or
motorcycle.

THE
PILLOW FACTORY

we’ll rush you all the facts no cost.

PILLOW $2.00 & UP
FREE 18" PILLOW WITH $25.00
sees, 1ST
OPEN DAILY: 10 TO II MINIMUM
275-6801
PURCHASE SAN JOSE. CA
SUNDAY. 12 TO 5

CAMPUS

CSIS

WHY PAY MORE
D. Larson Holmes and Assoc. Ph 371-5300
amp ei
ascomAve. Suite
1901 S

INSURANCE
SERVICE

404 S. Third St.
289-8681

95008

Upstairs-corner of
3rd and San Salvador

:emir

CLASSIFIED
AUTOMOTIVE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supplements ilntlnnt Protein
Vile C Vita E Calcium etc
Horne Cleaner, I EllMic H L etc I
Beauty Aids iProteinized Shernpoo etc i
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR 5055
With SHAKLEE you are your own ban
010 Quotas
No Risks
No Pressure
Our Incentives are Whole
Every distributor has different goals
different aporoacnes The fact that our
natural products really ere the finest IS
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These bourn will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Meese make comparisons
We will ask you to dos littia research
before we iet you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
466 So 5th 02
297-3866
GUYS AND CIALS1
Join a collegerage BALLET Sass at
Euirazia School of Ballet Basic technique lOr beginning dancer, Small
classes-individual attention Eleven).
Eutraza Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A PRO/ILEM OR A QUESTION?
Cerro. SOS can neap Cali the Spartan
Cledy afternoons after 2 pi m 277-31e,

Do vou hkA s vooram hereon tem-

pos, it not don’t Bitch apply tor the
program toarcl Apply in Me AS Office
"JOSS IN ALASKA" available now This
handbook covers all fields, commis, and
career ooponunities Plan YOU adventure. 63 00315 Boa 1585 Anchorage AK
99510
_
FINE MOVING 5065111 II WOOD
PALLET.
Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
Wine. II Wine Meking
100 IV 4th
NATURAL FOOD STORE
SPROUT 8, AVOCADO SANDWICHES
354 also MANY OTHER TYPES
SANDWICHES
Aiso MASSAGE
WHIRLPOOL S STEAMBATH by ego!
1213 East San Saiveclis St
HAY FFFFF iMar Apr MayTi In tat 12
diva or your season get tree pills and
$12-22 for drug Study TAVIST 321-4412
FLEITIV000 MAC TICKETS on sale
0 men
gym One Snow only -2 400 Mats $2 60
students w,A S card 5355 general
Public
NONNI! I CLYDE" isn’t lust another
shoofly, up In this flick you SEE the
blood-like Warren Beatty s and F01
Ounsway s and Come see the FRIDAY
FLICKS Apr B TI 10 PM Morris Dailey
Aud 508 edn’i
PIANO Concert by Aiko Onosho Thu,
Apr 5 in Concert Hall epm St students
82 general adrn
MONNY CINEMA "GUI:OE-SAC" MR.
ST POLANSKI. APRIL 9, sM 7:10PM.
M D AUDITORIUM Mr

12 VW REBUILT e.igi no NEW tires Best
otter 293-1867 or 277-3446
TR-250 81 VW Camper 820S 9th 427
or leave note BS 289 Bldg 0 New
College
FOR SALL Honda 250 Excellent 0200
926-0413
MARRIED COUPLE wanted to manage
Opts II laundrette Must be capable of
meintenance work 287-4900
’65 PONT. LE MANS 326, Hurst 4-speed
New brakes, water pump & timing gear
5650 277-8822 or 296-5863
17 OPEL WAGON rent cond engine like
hew Complete tape sel-up 5750 ALSO.
hv YAMAHA 350cc like new $385 Cali
varrian 289-9362 215
1210 51 44

SAVE TINS AD’ Before you purcnase
costly stereo equip retail check w7us for
discount prices to SJS students Ion all
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Bay Arisen such medial
Sandi,. Pioneer. Marand. Teec. Dual.
etc Call us for weekly specials tool 2925593 or 252-2028.
ARTISTS& CRAFTSMEN needed to sell
were. at Mini Ran/essence Fee. Sunday.
April tat Into Call Ruch Leonard! 2773202.
IF YOU UKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE. different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at V. price Best SCI-Fi
selection in Bay Area. Records. too We
have the book, you went C need & best
prices in town Yes, we buy Stride books
& records RECYCLE 235 So, 1st St 2865275

64 MOB Good condition $80010ffer
293-1371 evenings

GUITARS & AMPLIFIER’S
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC-nim & used
All at discount prices
Guitar showcase
2910 S Bascom 377-5864.

19 SPACA 4 door good tires. R & H,
ter:Poing seats 38.000ns best otter Cali
469-9767 aft 6 Ask for Cathay

SHREDDED FOAM RUINER
405 PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT.
2113-2564

St VW. New tires, rebuilt engine runs
great 286-3339

FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
Gernran French. & Russian records and
books for sale Reasonable Call 2573590.

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
No Student Refused
UP TO 25% DISCOUNT FOR 30 GPA OR
NON-SMOKERS
Monthly payment, available
9464223 days 241-8873 eves
191 VW, low miles compression up. se,elient tam one owner maintenance
records awaited. 1695 Or Minium
Psych Dept or phone 269-9365
’66 01.011 DYNAMIC Auto trans R & H. 4
Hr new tires. Good mechanical tend, Call
Rod 2444991
.
_
124 FIAT SPORT COUPE, 59. 5 speed
Excenent condition good tires 73 tags
Cali 294-7386. Ask 51.495. Mal. offer 87
DA TSUN Good shape Reliable 1600
Cali RI, 275-9018

FOR SALE
THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shoos -1940 S 1st St Ph 293-2323
Open Wed thru Sun 44 30 & 8-5 30
Free parking & admission T housand Of
useful items antiques 11 collectables.
SKIS II SOOTS-Mead Standard 200cm
yr bindings 555 Leather buckle boots
size 11410 ion campus) call 2774233
A MILUON USED 11001Ilh paperbacks
prical and medium*, Neat old
bookffore largest in Santa Clara Valley
Since 1928 Woodruff 8 Thrush Twos
Read Books. 81 E San Fernando Stern
2nd 3rd 10 30-5 30 10%01 with thised
ii

’GI 16 PT. SAILBOAT. deyeallm. 4 H I
04 lights Jackets trailer St 150 Ph
258-9172
OLACKLITO
1 50. PATCHES
754 CUP, INCENSE 24291 PIPES St 00
& UP RADIOS 93 95 CUP. LEATHER
GOODS, BINOCULARS 522.00 & UP.
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE
96. 4’
$2290 STROBE LIGHTS $17 95. GAS
GLO BULB 5395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING $1 94
UP T-SHIRTS 5295
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando, 1
She from SJSU Phone 292-0409

wail

BIKE man’s 3-1OPed w/cerrier rack,
good condition best offer, 290-9671 leak
for Sharon)
VW TIRU, 4 185-15 Continental*
mounted and balanced All brand new.
Best offer 248-9596 evenings
FASULOUll pgorarnic crew of city &
bay 3 br .2 ba .’n almost sac. Tile AEK
W-big panelled tam mm , Wet bar Tile entry, air cond . ow cols drps . soft water.
etc $40950 Owner 272-0133
-

HELP WANTED
OTIS ELEVATOR C0 a MaUtinfil 479773
tor sales engrg tremee maws req.
BEME. MBA W/EIS /ME EE Recruiter S
Juilen Smith Mgr 286.3685
"BONNIE & CLYDE" isn’t lust another
Shoot m up In this flick you 111115 the
bloocliike Warren Beatty’s and Faye
Dunaway’s and Come me the FRIDAY
FLICKS. Apr 8 7 Ll f 0 PM Morris Dailey
Sod. 505 dim
DEMONSTRATORS
RUSBERMAiD PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND, DISTRICT MANAGER 400354-9257
_
THE AISOLUTE LOWS,: priced
grocery store around the campus (Break
he 7.1i habit) needs hel0 WsaIIo am,
serve a beautif 01 59$ breakfast. raire
games plants sandwiches and crafts
Need male or female part-fims help for all
these things Prefer people who like
people Apply in person SAGE’S. 4751
Sfin Carlos lin between S lath 85 1 1th
St
52 Hew Male Grad Student whO la
knowledgeable and concordant about
wines and wine making C.all 10em ONLY
on weekdays 288-7631

CRAFT FAIR
APRIL 14TH
74TH & 15TH
PALO ALTO HIGH SCHOOL
Embarcadero Ei Camino
Presented by Hidden House
T C Village -P A 321-4145
’CRAFTSMEN WANTED"

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen & meld service. color
T v., Kitchen priv tile showers, parking
Ceder of activity 237 E. San Fernando
56910 STeirno 295-9504 or 243-6345
UNIVERSITY CLUE-Co-ed. Beautiful
house, fireplace, grand piano, color 1’ V.,
recreation room, kit. INN. maid & linens,
parking, courtyard. Includes Continental
Breeklast Front $70/rno. 202 So. llth
293-7374.
THREE REDROOM NOUSEW Aram’
street from campus turnied or unfurn
Faculty preferred Call 354-4363.
ROOM FOR RENT $03/rno Private Of
double. Girl Prof &Irina upsta)rs, Private
sun yard & B150. shore kitchen & baths
Call Don 295-7438.
LIN
Large studio. sap study room.
Hewed pools, turn. w/carpets
5 men, from campus
secluded
297-1200

AII ,s
RAZ.Al
id ISA
4
dormir uara rent!’ a 3 rdras 1.11,1.0105
ISO or y Wits Littman a CeCI 277-2141

IWO AND UP, nice comfortable. quiet
rooms downtown, klt. pH.. 2113-3910. 156
N 5th St,

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
(415) 965-1158

IVET HALL, room with kitchen, clean,
quiet, across from administration
building. 264-6472, 253-1152. 2834814,

TYPING
80 North 3rd St Apt. 9823
267-4355

FOR RENT; 2 bedroom furnished
apartment. $150. 533 South 10th Street,
Call 272-0215.

TYPIST-FAIT, Accurate. Can editMesters etc. Near SJSU. Mee. Aslanian
296.4104.

ROOM FOR RENT In Irg. house
180/mont. Call 275-1179. 463 East St.
John $80/Summer.

TYPING-term papers, era experienced
and fast. Phone 289-8674.

LARGE & 2 bdrrn. apts. Summer rates
580/0120 Quiet Indry tacit eking.
CLEAN. 536 S. 9th Si, 295-7894.
LARGE 2 8, 3 Bedroom Furnished Apt,.
modem, air cond. clean, 695 5 11th. Call
275-1974,
RENTERIAII ROAROING HOME.
Rooms for Rent for girl students clean,
modern rooms all furnished. and we do
the laundry Brealdast. lunch and dinner
included and transportation if needed
Gall 251-8784
VERY QUIET APTS.
Lg.. rooms -1 Is.. lurnlehed,
yirra cored.. Recreation room.
Swim pool. $130/mo.
820 S. 915 St San Jose, Cell.
251-4917

ROOMS FOR MEN from $40 to 50/month,
52 South 15th Street 297-3344
ATTRACTIVE, LARGE, CORNER room
In quiet home. Ideal for study Parking,
kitchen prly neer campus SerlOue,
rnsture man $757rno 288-9154
LARGE S BORN APT lust painted Brand
new couch W & 0 pd Summer rates
available Rent $155imo Prkng pets OK
293-7796
ONE LARGE BORM APT. New shag
rugs Water &garbage pd Ayallsblenow
Call 263-7796 751 S 2nd St 04
SUNNY STUDIO, nicely furniehedbdrm.
convenient to SJSU 1110 Also 1 berm.
$135 or 2 tOrrn 1155 Pool 998-2415 Or
3214573 .
FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
students with 6 months rental agreement
Minutes from campus adult and family
aeCtIOns, .m.II pet.. recreation lacilltie
2 bdrm 2 bath from $175 Unfurnished
from $IN furnished 3 bdrrn apts also
’,MIDIS* Willow Olen Wed Cali 2661474
LA DONNA APTS.
. unmurn dtCJ
whir new carpets Quiet Minosphisre near
the campus 355 S 4th St Call Ben 2586363 or John 356-5705

SUPER-LARGE

fu Maned
carpeting $136 Summer rites $118 439
$ 4th St Cali 996-8619
FROM 114/1/10. New rooms *croft the
campus Kit prov 1.1111 pd Men at 99 S
irth women 278 S 10th St Many extras
that moat Demon Olsen daily for InePerlion Call 296-8514 295-5526 or 257
9556
DELUXE FURN, wit for rent $130/mo 4
Mks from campus Quilt See manager
Apt 03 165 E Reed St SJ

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ILECTROLOGIST
AT USE. Marla awe EL 5181.4486.

One
Tar

Ea,h add,
ti.nai tine
Add

Classified Rates
ry.

IB.r ,

SI 50
200
250
300

1 00
7 50
.100
350

SO

SO

Minimum

2 25
2 75
323
375

four
days

Five Ea, fi add
days honal day

2.40
2 90
340
390

2 50
3,00
350
too

50

50

.50

In,s
A..,

RUE8IA-SCANOINAVIA. 5 weeks. 13117
inclusive. LOndon depanures. Small.
international group Camping trey*. Age.
18-30 Also Europe. Africa. India; 3-11
wits. Whte’ Whole Earth Travel. Ltd Box
1497, K.C., Mo. 64141
15TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM 823$ ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM 5350 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
(916) 451-7905
1411 52nd St Sacramento. CA 95119

000 Is one, Men le one. All religions are
on. 3 reasons to investigate Me SAHA’,
FAITH Thur 6 pm Monts’s Rin 8.1.1.

TRANSPORTATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Frights International call Campus Rip. Francis Morales 286-1196
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Europe. Russia and Mexico
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights, including Middle
Seat, and Far East CONTACT. ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd 04 L.A. Cold
90040 TEL 12131 826-5819, 826-0986.

LOST & FOUND
LOST:Girls elver time" watch Near
health bldg. Sentimental value ft/04rd
$5 Call Diane 293-9626
LOST: Crown Seiko Watch on 3727. large
REWARD. no question. salted Call Revs
2118-9423 atter 595 pm
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EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
MEXICO
9 DAYS. - NIGHTS. INCL ROUND TRIP
AIR-FAIR, HOTEL ALL TRANSFERS
PLUS EXTRAS
Acapulco-5289
Puerto Vallarte-$229
For Into contact Richard 274-4613 (after
5 pro
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35
35
33

Check a Classification
A,nonressanicemants
Aulomotiem

need a Copy of the teaDEIIIN
tbook "Spatial Economic Theory" written
by Dean. Leahy. II McKee WIII buy or
rent Call Doris 225-1360. Leave me.
sage
"BONNIE 1 CLYDE" isn’t lust another
shOot’m WS In this flICit you SEE the
blood-like Warren Bully’s and Faye
the FRIDAY
Dunawity1 and .Come
FLICKS, Apr. 8.7 & 10 PM Morris Dailey
Aud., 504 adm

IF YOU’RE ENGAGED...
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Neturea taking part In making our line of
Wedding invitations and Accessories the
most creative and personalized ever
Colorful. flowery proclamations Rich,
original neturophotography invitations
Even the creamy, classic traditionals
TOWN & COUNTRY DUPLICATING hair
a huge selection of truly original accessories and announcements to choose
from -with a very special gift offer to any
CSi16.1 student writ" this ad
TOWN A COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 S Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd
Cupertino, Calif. 96014
Phone 2541151

Select rl c- Thesis.
TYPING -ISM
report.general typing. letters. MC
Reasonable refit 293-8895

3 lines
(teems
5 lines
6 tines

FUTURE CPA’S Learn how to prepare for
the CPA edam BECKER CPA REVIEW
COURSE Call collect 415-781-4395. 2518446

PASEPORTS-I. D. PHOTOS
4 for $3.50. One day service 9 it.n1.-3 p.m.
Salt 6 a.m. to noon TINKERBELL
STUDIO 1040 The Alameda SJ Call NW
5682.

2598

FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford (225-7262)
can help you make your GETAWAY. Fly
at 113 off with TWA Youth passport Stake
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 2257262 for information after 5-00 298-6600
for reservations or your local Revel agent

NATURAL Wedding Photography looks
like people feet Warm. Real. Like people
in love. Petersen 8 Bishop Photography
Los Getos.
354-2513
Wedding
photography for people who care.

Nrm OPENING Apr. 2. Ur Angels
Nursery School Open 8,30 a.m. to 6:30
pm. Morning-afternoon melons also
aveileble. 730 S 2nd St Enroll your child
nowt Call Betty Lowe 293-5630.

, no contract.
rM
F7e41 servIce. Call Eschts 251-

EASTER CHARTER FUGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leaving San Francisco on 4714. returning
San Francisco on 4/22 1 way $99 round
trip 8198 Mel tax. Also Minneapolis $57
each way. For flight infer. contact
Richerd 274-4413,

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
plasma program and rood,’ up to
$407monthly. Bring student ID or this ad
and receive bonus with your fird
donation. HYLAND DONOR CENTER, 35
S Almaden Ave.. San Jose, CA 294-6535.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 P.m.

STUDENT TYPING
EXPERIENCED CALL 265-2134
Near Moridlen & Koch Lane

TYPING, EDITING, FAST. ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER, CALL 244-0444 AFTEK 830.
MARY BRYNER

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
12 avertible fligra schedules between
June 8 Sept to Germany. Amaterdam.
England. etc. Fares start at $159. For
flight info. call Richard 274-4613

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope. Contemporary
Literature RHOS, 311 California Street
State 412. San Franclaco 94104.

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
NIGH quality wadding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. S88 includes
gold 8 white album, 80 color prints of
your choice, full set of slides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEOATIVES-Extra full
color 8 X 10’s $125 each. Staff of 20
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open
every evening until 10 pril For FREE
bridal Packet call 257-3161

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
tweeter’s Reports Dissertations
Marianne Isenberg - 1924 Herne
Telephone 371-0395 San Jam

CHARTER F UG HT IL Comp ete domesJohn.ca
tS’ tal SiCertludanrita.n: et n7S8r0t, 12:":77830::1** n oC72311:i

YOU CAN WORK NOW, Newt Opening
Apr. 2 LW Angels Nursery School Open
130
pm mornmgraftemoon
sessions LSO ay/bible 730S 2nd St. call
Betty Lowe 293-5830

TYPING-Reasoned. experienced and
fast IBM Selectric Call Helen 253-2739.

TYPING in my North kick, hon1.reasonable Satisfaction guaranteed
263-2136.

RENT
Frt TdmA

BE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room Girls over 18
please call 298-2306 aft 5

PRIVATE TUTORING AU. Subject..
group rates. Taught by qualifieCIteachers
in your home. Call 293-1618.

SERVICES

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights International. call
pus red Francis Morales 288-11N

PERSONALS

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing. editing (grad ai under) Also
Everything for Everybody. 379-8018
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